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November 2, 1976

Elwyn Robinson's
·,

The The1nes
of North Dakota History
A special issue :
To celebrate the American Revolution
Bicentennial and the anniversary
of North Dakota statehood

Editor's note:
November is North Dakota's birth month. The state was admitted to the Union November 2, 1889, and the state legislature ftrst thet November 19, 1889.

North and South Dakota were admitted as the 39th and 40th states. The
event drew little notice in the new state's press. On November 9, the Dickinson Press reported that '"by official proclamation, North and South Dakota
are provided with quarters in the Union." The Press headline declared, Unclc
Sam's New Twins." Through statehood, the newspaper declared, "their people
attain what for years d1ey have talked for, worked for, fought for."
0

The Press maintained that "in all national afafairs, the new state will soon be
found taking pre-eminent parts." The admission of the two states is the only
instance in history of "twin states." The proclamations admitting both were
signed at "three o'clock and forty minutes"in the afternoon, the Press said.
Although tradition holds that North Dakota was admitted first, President
Benjamin Harrison actually shuffled the documents and signed d1em, so no
one knows which was signed first
The Bismarck Tribune for November 2, 1889, was silent about statehood perhaps because the proclamation was signed past d1e paper's deadline, perhaps
because communications were not so swift in those days. Instead, the Tribune announced a blizzard in the western part of the state and quoted a
Sioux chief who said the snow would be 18 feet deep during the winter, The
price for natural gas and for furnace coal were going up, the Tribune said.
To commemorate the 87th anniversay of North Dakota statehood, and to
join in the celebration of the nation's two hundredth birthday, the Onlooker
will devote protions of each issue during November to reflections on the
state's put During December, we'll consider its future.
The commemoration begins with this issue, in which we are printing Dr.
Elwyn B Robinson's essay "The Themes of North Dakota History." Robinson
fll'st propounded these themes in. 19 58 in a Founders Day Add?ess at the
75th anniversary of the University of North Dakota, where he taught for
more than 25 years. The essay was fll'st printed in the Winter, 1959 edition
of North Dakota History, the official publication of the State Histo,ical

Society of North Dakota. It is reprinted here with the permission of its
author and its publisher.
Russel Reid, who directed the Historical Society in 1959 felt it necessary to
and a note of warning to readers. He said, "Dr. Robinson's thought-provoking
paper on the themes of North Dakota History will be widely read by many
people interested in the history of the Northwest In a, letter to the editor,
Dr. Robinson states: "I well realize that the ideas may be though controversial;
they surely point up disagreeable realities, rather hurtful to our self-esteem,
and I can easily see why some of us might not believe they actually are
realities.' He has carefully traced the themes of our history and has pointed
out errors made during the early settlement and organization of North Dakota.
There is no doubt that errors were made. It may be pointed out, however,
that many decisions and practices which are now considered errors were
thought to be sound when placed in effect The pattern of life in North
Dakota is constandy changing and North Dakotans are quick to take
advantag,, of new procedures and methods which will improve their way of
life. We must continue to look to tile fumre and the best way of making
sound decisions now, which will effect our future, is to make a thought
study of the past Dr. Robinson's paper present this stuy in a painstak·
ing way."
Although Dr. Rof>inson's paper is now nearly two decades old, it will probably continue to be controversial. Some of his point5-that the state's lignite
should be devdoped and that the Garrison !)iversion project will bring agrcultural stability-will be challeng,,d for example. Business leaders may take
issue with Robinson's arguments about colonialism in the 1tate.
Robinson's essay is now almost 20 years old. · Some of the data he used to
suppon his theses is therefore out of date. Knowledgeable North Dakota will
realize, nowever, tl,at the numba of farms, school districts, newspaper, banks,
have continued to decline in the state while dependence on government for
employment bu continued to rise.
Thoughtful citizens of this state will find much to ponder in this well-respect"
ed essay, on which much of current thinking about North Dakota's past is
based. We thought reprinting it would be an appropriate way to mal'k the
state's anniversary.

Elwyn Robinson

The Themes of North Dakota History
Copyright 1959 by tbe State Historical Society of North Dakota.
Reprinted with permission of the Society and Dr. Elwyn Robinso11.

•
As thoughtful people we are always seeking to understand the world
about us. One way is the observation of patterns, of the recurrence of
somewhat similar events. Recurrence may reveal fundamental relatfonships or truths. In science these are natural laws, in mathematics they
are formulae, in studies like economics they may be called principles.
Much of art is also pattern. In history, as in music, we may call the
patterns themes. Historical themes are patterns of many events.
If we can tie the events of North Dakota history to a handful of
broad themes, we shall be able to see its patterns. This is what I am
attempting to do: to relate the events of North Dakota history to a
handful of themes. Perhaps the attempt will give us a stronger grasp of
the realities that we face in North Dakota, and help us adjust our institutions to the realities in a way that will give us a richer life.
I want to answer these questions: What are the themes of North
Dakota history? How are they related to each other? How are they
tied to the great, fundamental facts about the state?
I need to begin with some preliminaries. The themes of North
Dakota history are not, can not be, unique. The state is a part of the
nation. The themes of our national history - nationalism, democracy,
secularization, urbanization, industrialization, and emergence as a world

power - are reflected in events in the state. North Dakota was once a
frontier; Frederick Jackson Turner's themes of frontier history are, of
course, seen in the history of the Dakota frontier. North Dakota is a
part of the Great Plains. The themPs of the Great Plains, so brilliantlv
analyzed bv Walter Prescott Webb and Carl Frederick Kraenzel, ar~
also important in North Dakota.' All who think about the western
country have been influenced by the writings of Turner, Webb, and
Kraenzel.
What are the great themes of North Dakota history? Let me name
them: first, remoteness; second, dl'penclcnce; third, radicalism; fourth,
a position of economic disadv mtage; fifth, the Too-Much Mistake; and,
sixth, adjustment to the imperntives of a cool, .suhhumid grassland.
By remoteness I mean the influence of the great distance between
North Dakota and the chief centers of population, industry, finance,
culture, and poJitical decision in the nation and in the \Vestern \Vorld.
The word dependence stands for North Dakota's status as a colonial
hinterland. Radicalism is a term for the struggle against that status. The
position of economic di dvant g ref rs both to the wide fluctuat,ioqs
in North Dakota's income and to the lower-than-average per capita
income that North Dakota as ·m agricultural state has generally received
in good times and bad alike. The Too-Much Mistake is my name for too
many farms, too many miles of railroads and roads, too many towns,
banks, schools, t'Olleges, churches, and governmental institutions, and
more people than opportunities - numbers of all that history shows have
been far beyond the ability of the state lo maintain. Adjustment means
both the painful cutting hack of the oversupply of the Too-Much Mistake
and the slow forging of more suitable ways of living in a subhumid
grassland.
All the themes are tied to the most fundamental facts about the
state: its location at the center of the continent, its cool, suhhumi<l
climate, and the climatic differences between the eastern and western
parts of the stat~. The influence of these facts is seen in every asPect of
North Dakota history.
•
They are the bases for its great themes. Location at the ce1ter of
the continent accounts for the ! hemC' of remoteness. Though the reasons
may not be readily apparent, I beli,·ve tJ1at the location of the state _and
its cool, subhumid climate mad,• North Dakota a colony of the Twin
Cities - the theme of dependence, gave the state its position of economic
disadvantage, and created the conditions out of ,vhich radicalism and
the Too-~luch ~listake developed. The theme of adjustment means
adaptation of institutions - that is, the ways of life - to the conditions
imposed by the subhumid grasshnd.

\
\

Through every theme runs a most pf>rsistent pattern of diftercnce
between eastern and western North Dakota, based upon climate but
seen everywhere - in plant and animal lifo, in farm size and income,
in fa.-m organizations, in the v·)ting record, and in the temper and character of the people. With less rain, western North Dakota is more isolated,
more sparsely settled, more dependent, and more radical than eastern
North Dakota. In the west the Too-Much Mistake was more immediately
serious and adjustments to the sub humid grassland were more imperative:•

Remoteness

I

Now I wish to trace each of the six themes, in turn, through the
course of North Dakota histo.-y. Let us begin with remoteness. There
are many illustrations of its influc11cc. North Dakota Indians were late
in getting the horses which spread slowly northward from Spanish
sources in Mexico. The first ,vhite explorers came to North Dakota
considerably later than they did lo the lands t 1 the north, east, and south,
The fur traders opened the Indian trade in the state at a relatively late
date. Farming settlement be,::an late, in the 1870's, and the greatest
infltLx of settlers did not come until the first decade of this century.
Remoteness has also long heen a part of the unfavorable image of the
state held by outsiders. More fundameotaL remoteness has always
meant high transportation costs for North Dakota, and so it is one of
Onlooker 18
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the chiet reasons for the Jack of manufacturing in the statt•.

Remoteness,

therefore, not only helped to make North Dakota a colonial hinterland,
but also has kept it in that status.
As a hinterland North D·tkota is, and always has been, dependent
upon outside centers of finance, trade, ancl manufacturing and hence

subject to a real degree to their control. This is the second great theme
of its history.

Dependence
Colonial status began with the Indian trad"e. The Indians quickly
became dependent upon the products of a superior white technology guns, knives, axes, kettles, and cloth. They welcomed the traders,
sometimes bursting into tears of joy at their approach. The blacksmiths
of the Lewis and Clark expedition, busily forging battleaxes for the
Mandans and mending their guns, became great favorites with them.
Even when the Indians secretly felt hostility toward the traders, they
professed friendship because the wh;te man's goods had become necessary
to them.'
Need placed them under the control of the traders. Actually the
Indians were sending their furs to distant markets across the Atlantic.
But their acc~ss to the markets was in the hands of the traders. When
Lewis and Clark, for example, wished to assert control over the Indians
of the Upper Missouri, they told them that if they did not lis- to the
words of the Great Father in Washington, he would stop the traders
from coming up the river to them. The Great Father would not let
them "have any more good guns etc:"
After the Indian trade died, the North Dakota prairies were settled
by white pioneers through the efforts of the flour millers, traders,
financiers, and railroad promoters of :\.!inneapDlis and St. Paul. The
flour mills called for more and more hard spring wheat. The railroad
builders threw the steel tracks westward and brought in the settlers:
the spring wheat countrv was born a colonial hinterland to the Twin
Cities.'
Its people were far more dependent than the Indians on the products
of the factories of the eastern United States and western Europe. Their
wheat, like the Indians' furs, had to rc,1ch distant markets; access to
the markets was controlled by middlemen - the owners and managers
of the railroads, the flour mills, the Imes of elevators, the grain exchanges,
and the banks which furnished credit for the whole complex operation.
The railroad, were the kev. Organized by outsiders and built by
outside capital, they boomed the new spring wheat country. They
founded and named towns. Thev controlled the appointments of territorial officials, sent men to the' territorial legislature, and, to retain their
influence, delaye,1 statehood.' \l,1rtin N. Johnson, later to be a North
Dakota Congressman, told the slate nstltu!i nal convention in l (T
that the Great Northern ..controls cvervthing in our part of the country."·•
The Northern Pacific was also powerful. The federal government
had given it over ten million acres (10,697,490) of land in North Dakota
or 23.7 percent, nearly a fourth, of the large state. No railroad owned
so large a portion of any other state.' To look after its interests in
North Dakota the Northern Pacific selected Alexander McKenzie, a
young semi-literate Scotch-Irish railroad construction worker. A natural
leader of men, McKenzie was to be for a generation the most influential
political leader in North Dakota - both the symbol and reality of outside
control. His first great success was the removal of the territorial capital
from Yankton to Bismarck, on the Northern Pacific's main line, in 1883.
Until about 1909 he strongly influtcnced the selection of state officials
and the course of legislation in North Dakota. Though the title
exaggerated his influence, in common talk he was the ''boss of North
Dakota"; ·his suite in the ~ferchants' Hotel in St. Paul was called the
"throne room." When he died in 1922, a millionaire, his funeral was
held at the state capitol in Bismarck, the scene of his many triumphs."
A striking example of Northern Pacific influence occurred in the
state constitutional con't>ention of 1889. Henry Villard, chairman of
the Northern Pacific board of directors, had a constitution for North
Dakota secretly prepared by Profrssor James Bradley Thayer of the
Harvard Law School. The Thayer draft, its origin still a secrM, was
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introduced in the convention; the constitution of the state as finally
adopted is identical in many pbces with the Thayer draft. The fact
that the Thayer draft was a model constitution providing for state
control of railr_oads and othe~ corporations does not change the significance of the mc1dent - outs1rie rnterference by a corporation owning
nearly a fourth of the state."
All states are influenced, even controlled, by governmental decisions
made in _Washington. If North Dakota differs in any way in this, it is
because 1t has had a smaller voice in the decisions than the more populous and powerful states.
In the Louisiana Purchase (changing the sovereignty of the land) ,
in the establishment of military posts upon its soil, and in its long years
as a territory, North Dakota was the plaything of outside forces. ~lore
rece?tly it, as_ well as the other states, has been greatly influenced by
parbc1pat10n m two world wars, by the massive federal relief expeditures of the 19-10's, by federal highway construction funds, by Missouri
Basin development, by federal rural electrification work, and by federal
tarm and conservation programs. These facts, of course, show interdependence as well as dependence. In North Dakota, as in the other
states, much of the progress, as well as less desirable developments, is
intimately related to the fact that it is a part of the United States. In
the same way progress and decay in the United States is related to the
fact that it is a part of Western civilization.
But North Dakota has long been and still is a colony in otl,er ways.
Outside corporations own many banks and some newspapers in the
state." Thousands of North Dakotans read the Minneapolis Sunday
Tribune. More fundamental, North Dakota produces raw materials wheat, cattle, flaxseed and so on - for outside markets; North Dakota
impDrts from other states most of the comforts and necessities of life.
Like all raw-materials-producing regions, it can not control either the
market in which it sells or that in which il buys.'"
It is true, of course, that the grain trade and the flour milling
industry of the Twin Cities and the outside world needed, and still
need, North Dakota's hard spring wheat, just as North Dakota needed,
and still needs, the goods and services of the Twin Cities and the outside
world. They were and :.re interdependent, as colony and metropDlis
have always and everywhere been interdependent. But perhaps the
word "interdependent" implies an equality of status in the relationship
that did not exist between North Dakota and the Twin Cities, any more
than it did between other colonies and their metropolises. A metropolis
is largely the central place of pDwer and decision; a colony largely an
outlying region of relative weaknes.s and subordination. I believe, then,
that "dependence" is a better word for the relationship than "interdependence." For many years 1'!innesota law regulated the grain markets
in which North Dakota's wheat was sold; North Dakota was long a
s,t liant, be ing for fair ~bncnt in UMiu ~
"examp e, tfie orTh Daliota legislature aslie the Minnesota legislature
to pass a law requiring purchasers of grain to pay for dockage; the
~.finnesota legislature refused.''

Radicalism
With dependence and outside control - the central aspects of
colonial status - went exploitation, and exploitation created radicalism the third great theme of North Dakota history. North Dakota radicalism,
proof itself of colonial status, was an attack upDn the .iniddlcmen or,
as they were commonly _called, the 'interests'' who stood between the
£,armer and his market. lt w,\S 1 revolt against exploitation, a struggle
to change the status quo, or more simply, a determined effort to get a
fair price for wheat.
Perhaps the very first exp~·ession of resentment against outside
exploitation was seen in the attitude of some of the Indians toward their
traders. Alexander Henry's favorite adjective for his lnctian customers
was "insolent.',i~. But the fir5t organized expression of rl'volt against
exploitation was the formation of the Dakota Farmers Alliance in tlw
early 18SO's." The Alliance sought, according to its constitution, "protection against .. ~ the encroachments of concentrated capital." Its
slogan was a "fre~ market." It foiled in its effort to build a terminal
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elevator in Minneapolis, tried co-operative purchasing and insurance

with some- success, and agitated against railroad and grain-elevator
abuses. The Alliance went into politics, formed the Independent party,
and elected many legislators and, in 1892, a governor. But its legislative
efforts against exploitation were ,, failure; generally the laws were
defective; sometimes they werp stolen after their passage but before the
governor could sign them. This was a scandalous but common maneuver
by the McKenzie machine - the unscrupulous minions of the "interests"
exploiting the state.11
,

Such efforts came from the universal recognition of the necessity
of raising and stabilizing the income of North Dakota. Throughout its
history the srate has occupied a position of economic disadvantage.
Economic disadvantage, the fourth great theme of North Dakota history,
is the result of two facts: the subhumid nature of the country and the
dominance of agriculture in the state's economy. In common with most
raw-materials-producing regions, it suffers from a relatively low income.
The plain but disagreeable fact is that farmers are not so well compensated for their efforts as are men ir. other occupations.

The Farmers Alliance and the lndepetident party died, but radical-

ism persisted.

I~ 1915 the Nonpartisan League took up the battle against exploitation by the "interests," or "Big Biz" as they were pictured in the League
cartoons. In 1918 the League gained complete control of the state
government. Its platform, enacted to bring a "New Day" to North
Dakota, launched the state upon a program of state socialism with a
state-owned bank with a farm mortgage department, a state mill and
elevator, a state-owned home building association,•and a state hail insurance plan." North Dakotans opposed entry into the First World War
largely because war seemed to mean profits for the hated "interests.""
Since 1921, when the Nonpartisan League lost control of the state
government, a series of organizations have led the fight against outside
exploitation. Through most of the 1920's the North Dakota Wheat
Growers Association sought d fair price for the farmer through wheat
pools. In the 1930's the more militant North Dakota Farmers Union
and the Farm Holiday Association became active, and William Langer
revived the Nonpartisan League. Langer's moratorium on farm debts
was important, but probably the greatest successes were achieved by the
Farmers Union with the passage of anti-corporation farming and antideficiency judgment laws and the growth of its co-operative elevator and
oil companies. The Farmers Union was more successful in organizing
the farmers in North Dakota than in any other state.
From 1941 to 1957 the number of stockholders in co-operatives in
North Dakota increased three-fold and the amount of business transacted
four-fold.
In 1957 North Dakota co-operatives transacted over
$283,000,000 worth of business, a sum equal to about half of the annual
cash farm income of the state.n The growth of co-operatives is the
result of a determined effort by North Dakotans to control the markets
in which they buy and sell. It is now the most important expression of
the theme of radicalism.

Many North Dakota conservatives and businessmen believe that
there is a threat to their own businesses and to free enterprise in genera]
i~ the growth of Farmers Union co-operatives. But throughout the
lustory of the state all classes have been influenced or infected by the
spmt of rad,cahsm. In North Dakota even the conservatives have been
liberal and progressive in their outlook. Rich and poor, businessmen,
professional men, and farmers - all have taken part in movements
against outside exploitation.
A roster of the active leaders in the battle illustrates the point.
George Winship was the editor and owner of the Grand Forks Herald;
John Burke was a well-paid attorney of Devils Lake; Asle J. Gronna a
wealthy businessman of Lakota; Eli Shortridge and John Miller successful
farmers; Edwin F. Ladd.a professor of chemistry at the Agricultural
College; Charles Fremont Amidon a federal district judge. Winship
long preached Robert M. LaFollette's reforms in the Herald; the progressives made Burke governor three times; Gronna, though first sent
to Congress by the McKenzie machine, became a dose associate of the
radical LaFollette in the Senate. The Alliance made Miller and Shortridge governors. Ladd crusaded tirelessly againsl exploitation through
adulteration by manufacturers and fought for wheat grades based on
protein content. Amidon powerfully aided Ladd and the radical cause
in general by his court decisions.
For years the whole state seethed with anger at the cheating
practices of the grain trade, at the extortionate interest rates charged by
money lenders, at the high freight rates and ruthless tactics of the
mighty railroad corporations. In J 887 the Right Reverend William D.
Walker, Episcopal bishop of North Dakota, was so infected by the
radical spirit of the time that he ceferred to bankers as "human vampires"
in an address to a church convocation.1:t

In such an emotional climate of opinion persons usually thought of
as conservatives made valuable contributions to the revolt against out-

side exploitation. James J. Hill, president of the Great Northern, liked
to boast of his repeated voluntary rnilroad rate reductions. In 1906 the
North Dakota Bankers Associati.>n began an investigation of the grain
trade which led to the proposal for a state-controlled terminal elevator.~
Rangvold Nestos, elected governor by opponents of the League in 1921,
completed the construction of the State Mill and Elevator. It was the
conservative governors George Shafer, John Moses, and Fred Aandahl
who made a financial success of that experiment in state socialism.
George Duis, wealthy Grand Forks businessman, started the North
Dakota Wheat Growers Association. The Fargo .Chamber of Commerce
Jed the fight for lower railroad rates in the famous Fargo Rate Case
of 19"..15, and the Greater North Dakota Association. a union of conservative business interests, has also helped to secure very important rate
reductions.

The North Dakota Bankers Association has repeatedly won

national recognition for its members' work in promoting the well-being
of the farmers.
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Economic Disadvantage

In 1906 a combinfltion of Democrats and progressive

Republicans overthrew the McKenzie machine by electing "Honest
John" Burke as governor. They re-elected Burke twice, and in 1909 the
legislature enacted a broad progressive program."

In 1954, for example, about 55 percent of North Dakota farm
families had a net cash income of less than $2,500, or less than enough
for a minimum satisfactory American standard of living. In 1950 40.5
percent of all families and unrelated individuals in North Dakota had
incomes of less than $2,000; a larger percentage of farm families than
urban families were in this group. In 1955 the net farm income in
North Dakota per farm, after the deduction of operating expenses, was
$2,706.• Since an average of two persons worked on each farm, the
average net income per farm worker was only $1,353.

This was about

what farm workers earned in other states but it was only a third of the
a~age income received in the nation by workers in manufacturing,
transportatton, wholesale trade, finance, and public administration.•
The difference in income is a shocking fact of the greatest importance in
th!' history of North Dakota - the most agricultural state in the nation.
Besides this constant economic disadvantage, North Dakota has
suffered from wide fluctuations in crop yields ( often caused by
drought), wide fluctuations in grain and livestock prices, and consequently wide fluctuations in farm income. The wheat yield has ranged
from a low of 19,235,000 bushels in 1936 to a high of 156,321,000 bushels
in 1944; wheat prices from a low of $0.36 a bushel in 1932 to a high of
$2.53 in 1947; cash farm income from a low of $60,729,000 in 1932 to a
high of $704,366,000 in 1948.~
As these statistics suggest, the theme of economic disadvantage runs
through the North Dakota story. To a considerable extent the bistory
of the state is the history of hard times. When the nation has suffered
from depression, North Dakota has usually suffered more intensely.
But when the nation has prospered, North Dakota has not always shared
in the prosperity. The Indians and the fur traders lived a life in which
feasting and starving alternated rapidly. When the agricultural settlers
came in the early 1870's, grasshoppers soon ate up the crops and a
national depression stopped railroad construction and settlement. The
Great Dakota Boom ( 1879-86) ended with drought, poor crops, pDOr
prices, and the exodus of many dlscema
people. 'The hard tlineo
lasted from 1S86 to 1899 when the secon boom began.
The golden 1920's, prosperous in the nation, were in North Dakota
a time of modest yields, poor wheat prices, wholesale bank failures,
and the loss of many farms by foreclosure. In the terrible 1930's
North Dakota reeled from a one-two punch of drought and depression:
a third to a half of the population was on relief; tbousands lost their
farms; in 1933 the per capita personal income was $190 or only slightly
more than half the national average of $368. The greatest prosperity the
state has e.v er known began in 1942, but only once in these prosperous
years ( 1947) has the per capita personal income in the state been above
the national average. Often it has been only about two thirds of that
leveJ.•

The 'Too Much Mistake'
Low and fluctuating income made the fifth great theme, the TooMuch Mistake, all the more serious. This theme, like the position of
economic disadvantage, is tied to the fact that North Dakota is a cool,
subhumid grassland - a natural spring wheat country. Light rainfall
and frequent drought result in a low average yield per acre. Large
farms, an extensive agriculture with a large use of machines, and consequently a sparse, thinly spread farm population are wise adjustments to
the nature of the country.
A few facts will demonstrate how this has worked out in the state.
In 1957 North Dakota was fourth among the states in acres of crops
harvested but only ninth in farm income from crops.• Iowa with 30
inches of rainfall a year has an average farm size of 176 acres; North
Dakota with 17 inches of rainfall has an average farm size 676 acres, a
round 500 acres iarger than Iowa. Subhumid North Dakota produces
on an average only half as many bushels of wheat per acre as humid
Ohio. The North Dakota countryside, excluding the towns and villages,
has a population of less than four persons per square mile.
These condition, are responses to the subhumid grassland. But
pioneers whose whole experience had been in regions with plenty of
rain settled North Dakota. They knew nothing of the imperatives of this
strange new country. Rushing in with a heady optimism, the pioneers investors, railroad builders, town founders, missionaries, and constitution
makers as well as farmers - set about developing it as though it were
the same sort of country as they were familiar with in the humid East capable of producng as much p<'r acre and of supporting as dense a
population with all its accompanying paraphernalia of civilization.
Again and again they made the Too-:\.1uch :\listake - truly one of
the great themes of North Dakota history. The pioneers, encou~aged by
the Homestead Act, cut the grassland into too many farms and too many
people moved onto the land. The railroad promoters laid too many

miles o[ track and started too many towns. The lawmakers organized
too many Joca] governmental units - townships, counties, school districts,
November 2
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and eventually a .complex, overlapping maze of state agencies. They
laid out too many miles of roads, set up too many schools, colleges,
churches, and banks." There were too many becai,se, after many of
the original settlers had left the subhumicl grassland, there were too few
people to be served and too few people to hear the costs."
The Too-Much Mistake w~s a compound of several things - developments that influenced farming in the whole nation, the subhumid nature
of North Dakota, ancl the inevitable bewilderment of pioneers in a
strange country. New farm machinery and the internal combustion
engine in auto, truck, and tractor changed farming and reduced the
farm papulation everywhere in the nation. So everywhere some of the
rural roads, churches, schools, railroad branch lines, and villages that
once had been essential were no longer so. But in North Dakota and
in the Great Plains generally the problem was much more serious and
the cutting back of the excess supply much more drastic.
The pioneers of North Dakota and the Great Plains macle the TooMuch Mistake in part because they were not familiar with the subhumid
country. Their whole experience in life had been in humid regious.
The importance of this fact is one of the contra! ideas of the two outstanding books on the region: Walter P. Webb's The Great Plains and
Carl F. Kraenzel's The Great Plains in Transition.
Moreover, the land laws of the United States that largely set the
original size of farms were passed hy a Congress which knew nothing
of the western country. The Homestead Act of 1862, under which much
of North Dakota passed into private ownership, provided for farms of
only 160 acres - much too small for the subhumid region. In 1878 John
Wesley Powell, the first man to see that the subhumid West needed
different institutions than the humid East, recommended homesteads
of four sections (2,560 acres) but Congress turned clown his
recommendation.

..

The proof that the Too-Much Mistake was a real mistake lies
simply in the evidence of too little use, of too heavy cost per capita needs pressing too hard upon limited income, and, most irrefutably, in
the .record of retrenchment and abandonment. The basic mistake was
too many small farms - farms too small for a family to make a living on
in a subhumid country. This was in part the fault of the Homestead
Act. But many pioneers did not take an additional 160 acres under
the Timber Culture Act and another 160 acres under the Pre-emption
Act which they could have had; their farms were often smaller than they
needed to be. In 1920, after thousands of farms had already disappeared
and thousands of families had left the farming country, there still were
77,600 farms in North Dakota with an average size of 466 acres and a
farm population of 395,000. Then agriculture became more mechanized,
farms were enlargecl, and the farm population inevitably declined. In
1955 there were only 61,943 farms, wjth ,Ul avera e size of 676 ncre ,
and a farm population oE less than 250,000.""

With the advent of the automobile and the sharp decline in farm
population, North Dakota had far more of many things than it needed.
By 1915 the state had three times as many miles of railroads in proportion
to its population as the United State, as a whole had, creating a problem
of small use and high cost; by the 1950's North Dakota had almost six
times as much railroad mile.ige in proportion to its population as the
nation.31

There w~re also more small towns than could thrive. After 1930
half the towns were losing population; the smaller the town the more
likely it was to decline." Many country churches closed. By 1945 the
Methodists had abandoned 49 percent of the 131 places where they
were conducting religious services in 1897. By 1953 the Presbyterians
had still open only 102 of the ~ver 300 churches that they had organized
in the state. In 1916 the Episcopal Church had parishes or organized
missions with church buildings in 48 places; by 1958 it had abandoned
21 of these.~ The number of newspapers in the state declined from 357
in 1911 to 120 in 1958.- In 1920 North Dakota had 898 banks, more in
proportion to its papulation than any other state; in 1958 it had only
154 banks - 744 hacl disappeared."
Some that disappeared had doubtless once justified, but many others
had been founded in anticipation of needs which never developed. In
1942 the state government had over sixty agencies, many of them working
in overlapping fields ; Govern:;r John Moses <!ailed it "a hodge-podge.'In 1958 government work is the second largest class of non-agricultural
• employment in North Dakota, only standing below trade.." About a
fourth of the non-agricultural workers are employed by government or
almost an eighth of all employed persons in the state.
Roads and schools, the most costly of government services, are
absolute necessities, yet in a sparsely settled country the financial burden
of maintaining them becomes very heavy and their use is but small.
North Dakota has 112,952 miles ot rural roads, or almost a mile per
family or two miles per farm. It is significant that the total includes
7,505 miles of virtually unused and abandoned tr,1ils. A survey of roaduse some twenty years ago showed that half the rural traffic was carried
by only 3,850 miles of roads, tlut 87,000 miles were used by less than
ten vehicles a day, and that 18,000 miles were used by less than two
vehicles a clay. In 1941 Go,·erno, ;\loses, worrying about highway
finance, told the legislature: '·we are maintaining the largest highway
system in point of mileage per car of any state in the union."
Though many roads arc little used, they have cost much money.
By 1957 North Dakota had spent ,,bout S.120,000,000, a staggering sum,
on rural highway construction. Y<t the state had only 3,955 miles of
hard-surfaced rural highways. The funcls had been spread over a great
mileage, mostly for grading and graveling. Proper maintenance of such
a large mileage is very difficult; in 1957 almost half of the 6,484 miles
in the state highway system, the hest cared for in the state, was in poor
Onlooker 18
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condition.k• Does the state nrcd, can it afford, all of the 112,952 miles
of rural roads? In 1946 there were only 29,171 miles of rural postal

routes in :'forth Dakota, yet rhesc routes presumably reached virtually
every farm home."

In schools a simihu situ,1tion prevails. There are, and long have
been, too many sch~ls with low enrollments and high costs per pupil.
One result has been th,• disappe;1rancc of many of them. In 1920 there
were 4,372 one-room schools in North Dakota; in 1957 there were 2,075.
In 1956-57 North Dakota ranked fourth among the states in percentage
of personal income payments spent on education; yet it was only 44th

in salaries paid to teachers. In 19.57-58 half of the 380 four-year high
schools had less than fifty pupils. Ech,cation costs in these small high
schools, considered the weakest point in the educational system by State
Superintendent of Public Instruction M. F. Peterson, ran as high as $1,050
per pupil per ye,1r.'- Some sort of adjustment is needed in the matter
of the small and hence expensive high schools, in the maintenance of
expensive roads for the use of a few, and in many other problems created
by the sparseness of the population.

Adjustment
Adjustment to conditions created by the cool, subhumid grassland is

the sixth great theme in the history of the state. Retrenchment - the
cutting hack of the excess in farms, schools, banks, towns, newspapers,
and churches - has been a necessary but painful and negative sort of
adjustment. It has come more rapidly in private than in government
areas: unsound banks soon closed but in North Dakota no county._

however uneconomical because of its small population - has been consolidated with another. Private colleges have closed but none of the
state colleges. It has taken nearly fifty years to make much progress
in school district reorganization, but a measure for state-wide redistrict-

ing was defeated on November -1, 1958.
Many adjustments, however, to life on the subhumid grassland
have come. Long ago the n,1tive plant and animal life adapted itself
to the necessities of the cold, dry, level plain; they became sparing in the
use of water, great travellers ( tumbleweed and buffalo alike); they
gathered into flocks or herds or large plant communities; they
went underground to escape cc,ld and enemies." To counteract the
remoteness and isolation of the vast grassland, the people have been
quick to make use of horses ( a great boon to the Plains Indians) , keelboats, canoes, steamboats, railroads, and automobiles. All these means
of conquering distance have played an unusually significant part in the
history of the state. At an early date North Dakotans, along with the
other people of the North Central states, had more automobiles in
proportion to the population than the people in other sections. In 1956
North Dakot.:ns were still 21 percent ahead, owning 467 motor vehicles
per thousand persons to 385 per thousand in the United States."
Farmers have adapted their practices to the nature of the country.

They have concentrated on wheat, other small grains, and cattle natural products for a cool, subhumid grassland. They have steadily
enlarged their farms, from an average of 271 acres in 1880 to 676 in
1955. More and more they h,we adopted practices to conserve soil
and water and to check the damage of wind and drought. In the good
times since 1942 they have rapidly built up financial reserves to protect
themselves against future reverses. By the end of 194.5 North Dakotans
owned $398,000,000 worth of government bonds and had bank deposits
of $425,000,000. In 1958 they had bank deposits of $696,000,000 and
the state itself held reserves in various special funds of almost $140,000,000
in cash and securities.
In other ways North Dakotans have made great progress in the
prosperous years since 1945. They have steadily earned a gross farm
income per farm well above the national average. They have sharply
reduced farm tenancy and farm mortgage indebtedness. They hav<
created a more diversified agricultural economy. They have increased
farm facilities, most notably in electrification. They have had a part,
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along with outsiders and outside capital, in creating an oil industry in

the state and in the building of Garrison Dam. They have built many
miles of hard-surfaced highways, many homes, many schools, many
hospitals and other public buildh1gs. They have greatly improved the
treatment of the mentally ill. Through the Legislative Research Committee they are making real progress in dealing with many problems
of the state government. They are sending their children to college in
increasing numbers. They have increased pensions for the aged, given
generous medical care to dependent persons, and in other ways made
advances in creating a more decent and humane society. All these
things are related to a better adjustment to the impe,atives of the subhumid grassland; they are matters for pride and satisfaction on the part
of all North Dakotans. It is significant, however, that much of the
progress has been the result of federal programs and federal money. In
1957 the federal government returned to North Dakota in the form of
grants 71 percent of the federal tdx collections in the state. This percentage was larger than for any other state except South Dakota.
For all this recent progress and largely because of the subhumid
character of the country, opportunities in North Dakota, both in agriculture and other pursuits, h 1ve been and still are limited. For many
people the adjustment has been simply to leave the state. People began
to leave in substantial numbers even before 1915 when the last free land
was tal,;en up. From then until 1930 the population grew at only about
a third of the rate of natural increase. From 1930 to 1950 the population
actually declined. In 1950 45.5 percent of the people born in North
Dakota were living outside the state. 01)ly two other states have a
higher percentage who have left their native state.•
Over 360,000 native-born North Dakotans live in other states. They
left to seek opportunities North Dakota could not offer. Many have
made distinguished names for t hemsclves. What Eric Severeid, the
distinguished radio and television news commentator, has written of
his native Velva is true for many another town in North Dakota: "Hungry
young brains must have food to work on and Velva cannot provide it; it
has not the industries, the laboratories, the law courts and colleges for
young brains to flourish and ambitions come true. . . . For Velva is
small, the world calls, the g.1te is open and they are young: go they
must and always will.""
The heavy loss of pnpulation has stimulated efforts to give the state
a more diversified economy. Diversification would create more opportunities and start the population rising again. Diversification would also

modify North Dakota's status as a colonial hinterland, help to raise it
from its pnsition of economic disadvantage, and possibly make it more
conservative. Irrigation, long promoted but slow in coming, would
further diversify agriculture and increase the farm population. For many
years the hope, yet to be realized, has been that lignite, by urnishing
cheap power, would bring industry to North Dakota. The development
Qf the oil industry has been a step, and perhaps the St. Lawrence Seaway
will hasten industrialization.
RemotenC'ss, dependence, radicalism, economic disadvantage, the

Too-Much Mistake, and adjustment: such, I believe, are the six great
themes of the state's most significant experiences. I have tried to show
that they spring from the fundamentals - the cool, subhumid grassland
at the center of the continent, that they are tied to one another, and
that they run through the state's history, virtually from the beginning
to the present day. They represent my understanding of the North
Dakota story - the story of a big spring wheat country. They are hard,
disagreeable truths - hurting our self-esteem; yet, I believe, we must
face them honestly if we would use the lessons of the past to make a
better future.
One thing more, however, remains to be said.

The themes, the

fundamentals, and probably the winnowing process of pioneer .settlement itself have placed a stamp upnn the people, producing the North
Dakota character. What is the typical North Dakotan? He is, I believe,
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friendly and warm-hearted - ready to lend a helping hand.~ He has a
strong loyalty to the state. He is democratic, suspicious of the "interests,"
and something of a radical. He has an independent, courageous, stubborn, and aggressive spirit; h~ a<lmires a fighter. He can endure hardship and suffering, and these have often made him pessimistic and
cautious. He is an energetic person, full of hustle, and takes pride in
withstanding the rigors of the North Dakota weather. He is intelligent
and alert. Perhaps none of us are exactly the typical North Dakotan,
yet I believe that we all share many of his qualities and attitudes.
Indeed, we can scarcely help ourselves, for they spring from the
North Dakota experience and environment. Remoteness with its inevitable isolation placed a premium on friendliness and courage - the great
virtue of the wilderness with all its dangers.

Dependence made the

North Dakotan radical, suspicious of the "interests," aggressive, independent, and a loyal member of a self-conscious minority group. The
position of economic disadvantage accustomed him to hardship; retrenchment after the Too-Much M'stake made him pessimistic and cautious.
The cool, dry climate is responsible for his unusual energy, and perhaps
a combination of the original stock, the invigorating climate, and challenging conditions gave him a high level of intelligence.
There is much evidence that these qualities and attitudes are fairly
typical of North Dakotans. In 1933 North Dakota ranked a proud
fifteenth among the states on an index of cultural development prepared
by Frederic Osburn of the American Museum of Natural History of New
York City. Osburn used such things as intelligence test scores, illiteracy
rates, teachers' sa]aries, and magazine subscriptions to construct the index.
By it North Dakota, for all its position of economic disadvantge, ranked
ahead of, among others, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa ...
In 1956 only five states had a smaller percentage than North Dakota of
selective service registrants disqualified by the mental test.~ The distinguished achievements of many University alumni and other native
sons and daughters tell something of the capacity of the people from
whom they sprang.
The character of a people may be reflected by the character of their
leading men - if you will, their hefoes. It is significant, I believe, that
for many years tens of thousands of North Dakotans admired the
courageous, crusading reformers Edwin F. Ladd, Theodore Rooseve]t,
"Fighting Bob" LaFollette, and Bill Lemke.
Friendliness, courage, energy, loyalty, radicalism as it was in North
Dakota - a militant fight for simple justice, and a stubborn independence of spirit - these are good words; the North Dakotans whom they
describe were and are a good people. You and I - native or adopted
children - can well be proud of our heritage as we face the problems
confronting us.

Dr. Elwyn B. Robinson, the author
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Robinson continues to live near
the UND campus in Grand Forks.
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and wtllin)( to 1ell h1111hPr for ,l 1ww durcl1 on 11 11mmh1•. ,1r 11,..,, in m.u1y ca,,·~. Tbp \hnion
Boards had funds from 1·.1sknl dnnop, hi cunn•rt th,· lndi.Lm. tlw <.'<IWho)~. and the O\ltl,lws of tht'
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new WE'!t. The rt>sult WR~ that m,my churclll', werl' huill on lt•h than a 'shot' strin1t:,' and located
wht-re there Wl;'rc (t'w mt•lllht•r! 11nd 110 11t•miant·11t t·onslitut'ncy," Ann~tron~ concluded that the
"ertra\'I\Jo:ant wastt' of missionary fund11 wn~ ont· ol th,."- major scandals of rt'li~ion in our slatt'.
The- t"H"tty prrn,c,Jytiru.:. !ht· ht·artacht•s or ckft·,1hxl mi..t1i.sh·!"ll ;md church ho,trds, tht' weakened and
divide<l statt' of reliµi•n in tilt' community, tht:' rush to l>t" first to c-.tll on the ,ww family in tht'
community. the 11cc11sations and <.'OUnkr lll.-cusntion,. \\-Ttt· rt'pt'atl'd in community aftt•r l.'Olnmunity,"
1t is difficult to n•,td Arnutr'on1(s ,1ccount .me! nnt Jwlit•n• that lht• Too-:\luch :\listakt• was a reality.
:UThe Too-.Mnch :\listal..- lht•mt• is •tot ,111 ,1t1;1ck upon !ht> J)iuun·r.. \V,• shall Joni::: remember
1
: r!tf:::s~:1~
suffl'ri111(. Unks~ w1• todny \t"'t' lht• Tuo.\fuch \fi~l.ikt• clt·;1rl)', "t· will not undt'J'slm1d one of tht"
\1l{nific;1nt nspt>c:h of tlw ,1n1t··~ h1,tor). \\',, an· still n1,1ki11_1! adju.stmt>nls to corrN:"t lht• Too·Much
~fimlkt" and wt• 11r.. still (.'on~t,mtly in dnni:n of nMkinl{ 11 ,1c:am. Tht'n, h .scarct>l> a message of o
JfOvemor to the l_eJtish1tun• rmm _1889 1t1 tlw pn•wnt th.it dot•, not h)' 11\ t•xhortations for E'COnom)'.
by tmphcation ii not directly, 1{1n• w11n1111,.: of !ht• dan)(t•r.

t:tt ::t:n:'~!h;~n:1,~ :~!- ;~;.-:;r, h:•: :.~~~;1t"i>;:::t~;,,:::t ~:~i!~~!:~~:. ':1.~h~~;a;i:iu~1

NOVEMBER 2-

North Dakota was admitted to the Union on this day

in 1889. Statehood capped a decade long struggle by
residents of Dakota Territory. Politics played an im-

'3North D,1kota A~ricu//uri,/ St11!iJ!in, \>, 9; 8,1\dor H. Kri.~tjan">n m1d C. J. Hl'itemes, Hmul.
book of FactJ about North Dal.:ort1 AKricultur", North Dakota Agrkultural ExJ)t.'rimt'nt Statiou,
Bulletin 357 (Fartt:o, Junt>, 19.50), p. 90; U. S, C,·ntu1 of Populotio11: 1950, Vol. JI, ChQrttctcribtic.t
of- the Pop11latio11, Pnrt 31, Nurth Dt1IWtll, p. 25.
In 1950 lht• mral fan11 populnlion in North
Dakota wns 254,487.

portant part in the decisioii.s to admit North and South
Dakota as separate states. Republicans felt their power
in Washington dwindling-they'd be turned out of office
just three years later-and wanted two states to bolster
their vote in the Electoral College and in Congress. Dem·
ocrats, however, wanted just one state. Republicans, with
their allies the railroad interests, who hoped to have
four Senators rather than two, prevailed, however. The
states were admitted together, as the Union's 39th and

1:1Stati.stical AbJtract, 1957, p. 563.
a.u. S. CenJuJ of Po1mlatkm: 1950, Vol. J, .Vumb,:r of 1"habala,1t~. Part 34, North Dakota,
pp. 18·19.
zc. A. Armstrong, pp. 35.37, 77·86; Marfo.n E. McKechnie, "Spiritual Pioneerini;i:: A Hi!tory
of the Synod of North Dakota, Presbyteriau Church, U.S.A., 1885-19,54" (unpublished M.A. thesis,
History Department, University of North Dakota, 19.55), pp. 67, 125, 126; note from Dr. Robert
P. Wilkins. Appar<'nlly the Lutherans and Roman C11tholics did not havE" to olose nearly as large
a proportion of their churches as did thost• nwntioned which suffered as many pioneen of Canadian
and older American stocks le£t the statt>. The Luthernns of the Missouri Synod had 171 congre&a·
tion:t and preachinp: stations in 1917 anrl 136 fo 19.52 (Lambt-rt J. Mehl, "Missouri Grows to
Maturity in North Dakota: A Ht>.it:ional Hi.story of the Lutheran Church- Missouri Synod" [un•
published M.A. thesis, Department of History, University of North Dakota, 1953), 182-83). ln
1926 there wert> 2,272 churches in North Dakota; in the ned ten y,e,an 721 disapJ)t'arecl and -546
new ones wt>n· established, so in 1936 there were 2,097 churches (Donald G. Hay, Social Organiza.
tkm.t 011d Ag(·ncieJ i n Norlh Dllkot«, North D.-ikota Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 288
[Fargo, 1937), p. 40).
•N. W. Aye,. tmcl Son's Amt'rican Neu;~11a11l'r .Annual and Directu,y. Published annually in
Philadelphia with some variation in title. See rnlumes for J!Hl and 1958 undt1r North Dakota.
T.Koenker, pp. 70·100. ln pioneer days bank, were often established in advance of settlement;
a village of 200 migh t have lhrt.'e hanks compt>tini,: fit'rcely for dt>pOSits and in the making of loans;
by 1920 North Dakota hnd one hank for C\"t'I')' 750 persons. For the number of banks in 1958 Stle
Abstract of RepQrl of Stute Bank Examint>r,
"'Ml'JS<llJC to the Lc:gi.datur(' by John MOJc>s, 1943, pp. 20.22; 1945, p. 8; Public Service
• Administration, The Or&a11iz.atio11 u11d Ad111irlfatr11tio11 of the State Got.:Nmnl'rit of North Dakota
(2 vols.; Chicago, 1942). I, 1. 2, 5. 59·60.
•North Dakotu Labor ~ltlrkd Trcnd-8, Novembc-r, 1958. This is a monthly bulletin published
by the Unemploymt•nt Compensation Division nnd the Stale Employment Servict', Bismarck, North
Dakota. StatiJtical Abstract, 1957, pp, 206·07, shows that North D;1kota has a hiri}ler percentage
(22.8%) of its non·agricuJtural \\Orkers employ,'() h>' govt-mment than most ol thie- states,

40th states.
NOVEMBER 3-

This is the birthday of North Dakota Agriculture Com·
missioner Myron Just, who was born in 1941.
NOVEMBER 5-

North Dakota Attorney General Allen I. Olson was born
on this day in 1938. He's been in office since 1973.

"°High way Planninl! Survey of tht> ~orth D,1kot.1 Smte Hiir:hwny DcJ)nrtnwnt••Vorth Dnl.:ot11

Highway StotisticJ'. 19_57, pp. 1, 8, 23, 28; Rq1ort Q( tl1e · lliMhi£1111 Co111111i.J~1,111,•r, 1940, p . .57;

North Dakota Lt-i,:1slat1ve Assembly, llouw· Joumal, 1941, PJ>. 37.38.
1
• St atistica/ Abser-act, 1948, p. 489.
The- mral 1>01tnl mult,s am111111t to nt•nrly one mile for
each two lamis. Fumu now nvt'nl.l(t• ovt'r a .sqm1n• mil<·. so .t mile of hhch\\.ty (.'Ot1lcl st•n·<' two
f~s, or theoretically,_ 35,000 miles. or hil{hwa)' coulrJ ahout connt>el ,·,u:h ol the 70,05-1 squnn•
miles of land Surface U\ the state with towns. Al prest•nt 6.484 m1l,·s of rurnl nMds art> in tht>
state system and 17..582 miles in tht• county systcm. The n·n111ind..r ar1• undt•r tht' c-.uc of th!'
townships. In 19.'17 townships SPt-nt $4,212,100 for hii::hw11y 1>urpm,•,. oounlit-s spt·iil $12,220,777.
and the ,tatti spent $30,32~.319 <.No"!h D11kQla Jli~11u;t111 StmiJtiu, 19.57, pp. 8. 23, 28). Rural
roads, the most costly p11bhc St'rv1ce 1n th,· stnte, cost mow th1111 doo.•s. public ,'<1uc,1tion in North
JJ:alco~a. In fi~J .1957 the. puhhc elt-m:·ntary and hi.u:h schools cost $36,912,795; nnd half thl"'
biennial appropr.w.tion for h1ght•r t'ducution wns $5,904,626. Dt-pnrtnwnt of P11hlic Instruction
Summary of Ft1ctJ, aJ of Jrme 30, 1.957; North ~nkota Legh.lative AsJt•mbly, S,•.r.tiou Law,, 195.'l:
p. 73. See also two vnhu!hh..· sludn•s, AutomollH· S,1rt•ty Fonnclat!On, A11 E111tillt:t:rin1t St,ulv r,/
North Dakota R,xufa rmd St1·<'1't:J, t>rt•t>art'tl for th,• :'\orth Dakotu Ll')tblativt• Rt'.'$Pitrch Cmnmiltl't'
(Bismarck, 19.52); Jalllt'S C. Nl•lso11. l-"i111111d111! ,\'11rth Dflk<1U1':1 lfil{l1t1:tfy!I, Roocl.~ mid Sfrn·tJ
p~·part-d for tht• North D11kol,1 L,·.i:hlatin• Ht·\t·,1rch Co111miltt't' ( FH,11mn::k. 1952 ).
'

N OVEMBER 6-

On this day in 1914, a teacher and three children died
in a prairie fire 12 miles south of Belfield. The fire, whkh
consume<l Davis School, was fanned by 30 mile per hour
winds. The teacher, Miss Gladys Hollister, tried to race
her charges to plowed ground to escape the flames but
turned back to protect several who stumbled as they ran .
NOVEMBER 7-

''-'Edncation.11 St,1tistiC!I of lnlt-n·,t lo .'forth Dakota Teachie-rs," North Dakota Teachtt,
XXXVII. No. 7 O,l,1rch, 1958), fB.20: Richru'tl B. Klein, "Thie- Future is Now," ibid., pp. 24·25;
John C. B"'dy Rnd. J •,.,...,. Thon>ton, "A n ..view or £ducat.on in North DIU<ota;• Colle11.e of J.:ducotion
Record (Uniwrsity of North Dt1kota), XLIJ, No. 4 (Jan., 19~7);. Ff'dnal E me r1l'ncy Re lie r Administ ration, Surrt·11 of Rural 1-;ducutUm 111 .\ 'orth Dakota, su~rvised hy J. M. Gillt-ttie- aod J. A.
McCrat> (n.p., 11.d .); N. D., S(-crt·tary of S t itt-, ~·orth Dt1ltota PubllcUJ, Pam,.hlrl, M nin,~• for
C --n,I J;/,.ction. :i.·cn. 4 , 1958.
#\Va llac. ·crai!II', "'North D,1kota Life; Plan t. Animal and Human," B ulletin of the American
Gco,imph ical Soclf'111, XL (July, 190 8), 32 1-H5. is II brillinnt account of biological adaptations.
41 StatiJticol A liJtract, 1922, p. 291; H),57, J>. 553.

~

~--~,

~William E. Koenker, ''Federal Tax Collt'Clions from and Payments to -Nnrth Dnkota," North
Dakota BuJ'ineu, IV, No. 3 (April, 1958).

41JStati.nical Alntract, 1957, pp. 10, 11. 37. The Census Bureau has Ntimated that 41,000
p,e,rsons lert North Dakota from 1950 to 1955. but thnt tht" populatinn of tht> stalie- rose 37,000.
•t"You Con Go Home Agaiu." Colli,•r'.,, Mny 11, 1956, p. 87.

The drawing on page 1 of this issue will identify each
article in our series commemorating Nortb DakOta statehood and the American Revolution. The artist is Doug
Pfligi r. Other drawings in this issue are by Lee Hulteng.
Both are students at Bismarck Junior College.

Arthur C. Townley, the controversial father of the
on Partisan League, died in a car accident near
Makoti on this d ay in 1959.

1- -

William Langer, former governor and U.S. Senator
and a political foe of Townley's died later the same
day of old age and advanced diabetes. Political
jokers have long maintained that Langer, hearing
of Townley's death, determined to go to-thus de·
priving his old rival of the headlines in the next
day's newspapers.
NOVEMBER 19-

The first Legislative Assembly of the new state of

North Dakota convened on this day in 1889. The
session, which had to implement the provisions of
the state constitutios passed in October, lasted
120 days. The most controver~ial issue was.the
Louisiana Lottery, which was rejected. That led
to North Dakota's constitutional ban on gambling

Fut ure numbers in t his series commemoratiny
No rth Dakot a's statehood anniversary and t he

which was modified only in 1976.

.

American Revolut ion Bicentennial will include
articles by
There is not much one man can
do, but he can tell a atory the

John Bluemle on North Dakota's geological past;

way he see, it.

Hal Kant rud on her prairie ecology;
Larry Remele o n political charisma of her leaders;
Larry Sprunk o n her old t imers;
The ONLOOKER is published twice each month

Mike Jaco bs o n her present;

by Mike and Suezette Bieri Jacobs at 308 Sixth

and other North Dakotans on their lives and our future.
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